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Soup Maker...   
Heat | Blend | Serve | Simple 

Join the soup revolution, and create your own  
healthy blend of hot, fresh soup in minutes...

Heat |  
revolutionary in its design, the Cuisinart Soup Maker is the first blender  

to feature an integrated heater, which makes soup-making simple!

With three different settings, you can sauté, boil, heat and simmer  

fresh ingredients within the soup maker… the ultimate in healthy  

convenience cooking.

With a non-stick base to prevent burning and sticking, and a stir function that 

ensures optimum frying and simmering, soup preparation takes care of itself.

Blend |  
Once cooked, the Soup Maker’s powerful 500W motor blends the hot soup 
mixture to the desired consistency, with the capacity to blend up to 1.4 litres 
of soup, or up to 1.75 litres of cold ingredients.

Serve |  
With the internal heater ensuring the soup is kept at the optimum temperature, 

your hot, fresh soup can be served directly from the stylish glass jar.

Simple  
From start to finish, the Cuisinart Soup Maker is all you need to create 

delicious, fresh, healthy soup in just 20 minutes. With a digital timer setting to 

programme cooking time, and a design that dismantles for easy serving and 

cleaning, the Cuisinart Soup Maker makes soup simple. 



Simple Versatility...
As well as delicious healthy soup, the 

Soup Maker is perfect for making a range 

of exciting recipes. From sauces and pâté 

through to desserts and drinks, the Soup 

Maker suits all. 
n   Stir function 

Stir foods during cooking.

n   500W Motor 
Blend to your  
preferred consistency.

n   Digital Timer 
programme the  
optimum cooking time 
for your ingredients.

n   Integrated Heater 
A revolutionary function to 
ensure simple soup preparation, 
all with just one appliance.

n   Variable Blending Speeds 
For complete control over  
your recipe.

Join the Soup Revolution

n   Japanese Steel 
Blades 
Surgically sharpened to 
create the perfect blend.
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